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Week 19 Wed October 19

th
 CSA Share:  

-Prune Plums         - Braising Mix    -Sweet Yellow Onion 

- Potatoes        - Garlic               - Sweet/Hot Peppers      

- Carrots        - Beets                - Basil 

- Apples- Liberty, Jonagold, Gala, King Tompkins       
 

      A true Indian Summer is upon us.  We had our heavy rains, soaking the earth and washing 

away the dusty breath of dry summer.  Now, we've returned to the glorious sun, and Allah 

smiles upon us.  Construction here on the farm is at an absolute fever pitch.  We are 

simultaneously repairing the West wall of Papa's house from woodpecker damage, finishing my 

woodshed, beginning work on a vegetable storage room and mudroom addition and having 

site-work done for the barn we plan to build.  The more time and work required to bring a plan 

to fruition, the more stoked you are when you finish it.  We've been working, saving and 

planning for each of these projects for years, and to see them all being accomplished at once is a 

heady feeling indeed.  All of this on top of the incredible  growth of the vegetables under this 

lovely October sunshine, and we find ourselves in paradise indeed.   

     We're in this interesting sort of in-between stage right now.  It's not summer anymore, but 

it's still acting like it.  The cool-weather crops are growing hugely, but they haven't quite kicked 

into gear yet.  We're still a week or two out from broccolis and romanescos, and the early 

cabbages are still creeping in.  I've been eating them, and I found one that has several worms 

and bugs inside it, so if you got one of those, speak to me and I'll gitcha one mo betta:).   

     Again this week, the prune-plums are just unbelievable.  My struggle with having them 

on-hand is that I just can't stop eating them.  Tasty apples make for on-the-go snacks and 

excellent dessert items with cinnamon n such.  We're making apple-sauce here on the farm to 

save those extra apples for later on this winter.   

     We're still going strong with the root crops, with garlic, onions, potatoes, carrots and beets 

providing hearty additions to tasty fall meals.  The braising mix keeps getting better every week 

as the new greens come more tender as the cool nights begin to have their effect.  Basil (a tad 

rain weathered), and peppers from the never-ending (hopefully) greenhouse provide a colorful 

and tasty reminder of summer as the hours of sunlight shrink.    HappyDays,     Casey :) 

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 
Apple-Sauce 

 

Apples 

Sugar (or other sweetener) 

Cinnamon  

Nutmeg 

 
     Peel apples and cut into eighths, removing the core.  They sell a $20 tool at Coast to Coast in 



Willits that will peel and core the apple for you while you crank the little handle.  Totally worth 

the investment just to watch it do the magic trick.  It makes the apples into thin pieces so you can 

then boil them to can for pies or sauce, or you can spread them on a screen for dried apples.   

      Boil apples until soft, usually about fifteen minutes after water starts to boil, depending on 

size of apples.   

      Drain off juice, and mash or blend apples.  An immersion blender works fabulously for this.  

As you smash the apples, mix in cinnamon, nutmeg and sweetener to taste.  Super fuegen. :)  


